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. Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. KIRKUS REVIEWS: .the author succeeds
magnificently, avoiding genre pitfalls. Big-idea sci-fi readers will likely find this an awesome,
challenging ride. It is late in the 21st Century; later than people realize. Humanity has entered the
Malthusian Era. The population of Earth has surged to over 10 Billion people when climate
disruption wreaks havoc on humanity s agricultural breadbaskets. Most continue believing the
hopeful platitudes of the mass media, but one saw Collapse coming and has declined his invitation
to the Apocalypse. He has quietly liquidated his fortune, made preparations, and is leaving. For the
Stars. Time is running out, money is tight, and Hollywood fantasy is a non-starter. Building a
Starship on the cheap requires insane boldness and operating outside the law. Needed components
are scattered globally among military junkyards, industrial equipment auctions, and wartime black
markets. The huge gamble is that a new math theorem, gaming supercomputers and radical
software will unleash the vacuum energy of quantum space on giant super-magnets stolen from
the Large Hadron Collider in the European Caliphate war zone. Survival is a great motivator, and
approaching...
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Great electronic book and valuable one. It really is simplistic but surprises within the fi y percent from the book. Its been printed in an extremely simple
way in fact it is merely right after i finished reading this publication by which in fact modified me, change the way i really believe.
-- Dr . B etha ny Lindg r en-- Dr . B etha ny Lindg r en

This created publication is wonderful. it absolutely was writtern extremely completely and beneficial. I discovered this publication from my dad and i
encouraged this publication to discover.
-- K r istina  K shler in DDS-- K r istina  K shler in DDS
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